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Issues relating to foreign investment and control of U.S. airlines 1988
united states attorneys usas the chief federal prosecutors in each
judicial district are key in determining how the federal government uses
coercive force against its citizens how much control do national
political actors exert over the prosecutorial decisions of usas this
book investigates this question using a unique dataset of federal
criminal prosecutions between 1986 and 2015 that captures both decisions
by usas to file cases as well as the sentences that result utilizing
intuitions from principal agent theory work on the career ambition of
bureaucrats and politicians and selected case studies the authors
develop and advance a set of hypotheses about control by the president
and congress harnessing variation across time federal judicial districts
and five legal issue areas immigration narcotics terrorism weapons and
white collar crime miller and curry find that usas are subject to
considerable executive influence in their decision making supporting
findings about the increase of presidential power over the last three
decades in addition they show that the ability of the president to
appoint usas to higher level positions within the executive branch or to
federal judgeships is an important mechanism of that control this
investigation sheds light on how the need to be responsive to popularly
elected principals channels the enormous prosecutorial discretion of
usas
U.S. Foreign Policy and International Narcotics Control 1992 in 1948
americans spent five percent of total consumption on health care six
decades later 2009 this had risen to twenty one percent what happened
why did the percentage continue to grow and given current factors and
trajectories this probably will continue in the foreseeable future the
problem is that a larger health care percentage results in a smaller
percentage of other valued consumption housing food education
transportation and so on finally add health care s bureaucratic burden
often getting health care seems more like an inquisition than purchasing
products and services from friendly merchants and medical providers
addressing these concerns this study examines the post war economic
history of health care spending is examined using evolutionary economic
theory and an econometric model analyzing 1948 2009 data important
causes of health care spending growth include 1 the initial rule change
permitting employers to exclude employee health insurance premiums from
taxation 2 a feedback pattern wherein greater insurance generates
greater spending which then generates greater insurance demand 3 a
growing federal presence such as the medicare and medicaid programs and
4 the rise of both private and public managed care services with an ever
growing percentage of health care dollars paid by insurance it is
becoming ever more bureaucratic with rules governing every aspect of
health care practices the conundrum is how to get those consuming health
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care to become more responsible while providing a safety net for
everyone needing health care even for those without an ability to pay
the conclusion discusses these issues
Drug control U.S. heroin program encounters many obstacles in Southeast
Asia : report to congressional requesters 2018-12-26 us arms control and
international security policy handbook
Administration and Enforcement of U.S. Export Control Programs
2014-10-30 the modern means of communication have turned the world into
an information fishbowl and in terms of foreign policy and national
security in post cold war power politics helped transform international
power politics information operations io in which time zones are as
important as national boundaries is the use of modern technology to
deliver critical information and influential content in an effort to
shape perceptions manage opinions and control behavior contemporary io
differs from traditional psychological operations practiced by nation
states because the availability of low cost high technology permits
nongovernmental organizations and rogue elements such as terrorist
groups to deliver influential content of their own as well as
facilitates damaging cyber attacks hactivism on computer networks and
infrastructure as current vice president dick cheney once said such
technology has turned third class powers into first class threats
conceived as a textbook by instructors at the joint command control and
information warfare school of the u s joint forces staff college and
involving io experts from several countries this book fills an important
gap in the literature by analyzing under one cover the military
technological and psychological aspects of information operations the
general reader will appreciate the examples taken from recent history
that reflect the impact of io on u s foreign policy military operations
and government organization
U.S. Attorneys, Political Control, and Career Ambition 2009-03-30 set
includes revised editions of some issues
What's behind out-of-control US health care spending? 1981 budget report
for 1929 31 deals also with the operations of the fiscal year ended june
30 1928 and the estimates for the fiscal year ending june 30 1929
US Arms Control and International Security Policy Handbook: Strategic
Information and Developments 1986-06 set includes revised editions of
some nos
A Summary of U.S. Export Control Regulations 1983 in 1973 henry
kissinger shared the nobel peace prize for the secret negotiations that
led to the agreement on ending the war and restoring peace in vietnam
nixon famously declared the 1973 agreement to be peace with honor
america was disengaging yet south vietnam still stood to fight its own
war kissinger promptly moved to seal up his personal records of the
negotiations arguing that they are private not government records and
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that he will only allow them to be unsealed after his death no peace no
honor deploys extraordinary documentary bombshells including a complete
north vietnamese account of the secret talks to blow the lid off the
true story of the peace process neither nixon and kissinger s critics
nor their defenders have guessed at the full truth the entire peace
negotiation was a sham nixon did not plan to exit vietnam but he knew
that in order to continue bombing without a congressional cutoff he
would need a fig leaf kissinger negotiated a deal that he and nixon
expected the north to violate ironically their long maintained spin on
what happened next is partially true only watergate stopped america from
sending the bombers back in this revelatory book has many other
surprises berman produces new evidence that finally proves a long
suspected connection between candidate nixon in 1968 and the south
vietnamese government he tells the full story of operation duck hook a
large scale offensive planned by nixon as early as 1969 that would have
widened the war even to the point of bombing civilian food supplies he
reveals transcripts of candidate george mcgovern s attempts to negotiate
his own october surprise for 1972 and a seriocomic plan by the cia to
overthrow south vietnam s president thieu even as late as 1975
throughout with page turning dialogue provided by official
transcriptions and notes berman reveals the step by step betrayal of
south vietnam that started with a short circuited negotiations loop and
ended with double talk false promises and outright abandonment berman
draws on hundreds of declassified documents including the notes of
kissinger s aides phone taps of the nixon campaign in 1968 and mcgovern
s own transcripts of his negotiations with north vietnam he has been
able to double and triple check north vietnamese accounts against
american notes of meetings as well as previously released bits of the
record he has interviewed many key players including high level south
vietnamese officials this definitive account forever and completely
rewrites the final chapter of the vietnam war henry kissinger s nobel
prize was won at the cost of america s honor
Foreign banks internal control and audit weaknesses in U.S. branches :
report to the Subcommittee on Financial Institutions and Consumer
Credit, Committee on Banking and Financial Services, House of
Representatives 1882
The Button 1992
Report on the Office of the Secretary of Defense 2011-09
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Nuclear nonproliferation U.S. and international assistance efforts to
control sealed radioactive sources need strengthening 1983
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President's Private Sector Survey on Cost Control 1966
Every Other Saturday 1993
Yearbook of Agriculture 1891
Arms Control in Space 1871
Directory of Professional Workers in State Agricultural Experiment
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1889
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